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The G4 Computing Performance Task 

G4 Collaboration Meeting (2010/10/8) 

The G4CPT started in Feb. 2010, not a “Task Force” but an open ended 
activity organized as a group with regular meetings every ~ 6-8 weeks 

(a)  Profiling to identify bottlenecks in Geant4 based on main stream applications. 
We need to discuss profiling tools, what we want to measure, metrics. EM, 
Geometry and hadronics are the areas more involved in CPU usage. 

(b)  Code reviews geared towards improving computing performance and coding 
practices. 

(c)  Establish computing performance activities with the medical and space G4 
communities. 

(d)  Identify issues in multi-core-multithread G4.  

Charge 

Not discussed 
beyond the first 
meeting – See 
Tuesday plenary 

Parallel session: presented a few examples of G4 applications profiled 
with different tools, described features of profilers, showed some 
results, discussed plans for 2011 at the end 
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CMS Simulation profiled with FAST 
(developed by the FNAL team: A. Baldacchi, J. Kowalkowski, M. Paterno. J. Torola)  
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Example 1 
(CMS simulation) 
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Example 2 (CMS simulation)  
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(David Liventhal-Intel, D. Kruse-CERN, J. Apostolakis-CERN) 

CMS (ATLAS) profiled with Perfmon (PTU) 
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CMS CPU/Mem Profiling with IgProf 
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+ … + function + module + library 

ptview demo 
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•  Define a set of profiling tests (with metrics) to benchmark a given 
version of G4 and identify opportunities to improve performance. CMS 
(full showers option) is one of the best candidates. 

•  Decide target (ref, candidate, public/patch) releases to profile, 
frequency. Assign responsibilities. 

•  Ideally we would like to run fully automated applications and store the 
information in a database to track history. We should start with the 
currently available semi-automated versions that produce web browsable 
outputs. 

On performance tests: 

Conclusions and Action Items 
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Conclusions and Action Items (Cont.) 

G4 Collaboration Meeting (2010/10/8) 

•  IgProf (NE–CMS) and FAST (FNAL) should be used to run performance 
tests. 

•  Perfmon (HP) and PTU (Intel) study interaction between the code and the 
hardware. We should experiment and learn how to use them to detect 
performance bottlenecks.  

On profilers: 
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Conclusions and Action Items (Cont.) 

G4 Collaboration Meeting (2010/10/8) 

•  Bertini Cascade. M. Kelsey (SLAC)’s changes in memory handling reduced 
memory churn by 5-8% in CMS/ATLAS simulations … with a significant 
increase in the CPU time though. 

•  Message from ATLAS/CMS: improve EM package performance. We need 
to write the charge for the team to do the code review. K. Genser (FNAL), 
who else? 

•  What packages are next? Hadronic cross-sections, pre-compound/de-
excitation?  

On code reviews: 
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Conclusions and Action Items (Cont.) 

G4 Collaboration Meeting (2010/10/8) 

•  Space : geometry and physics are presently of greater concern than 
absolute computational efficiency (speed/memory).  

•  Medical: there are memory issues due to large number of materials and 
voxels, speed issues due to the need to iterate for treatment plans (~10 
min).  

•  ATLAS: recent ~15% CPU time improvement without cost in physics with 
Nystrom stepper.  

•  CMS: moving to 64bits platform/gcc45. Maintain good communication on 
profiling activities. 

On collaboration with users: 
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Backup Slides 
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List of Top Problems to Investigate 

G4 Collaboration Meeting (2010/10/8) 

 1.  Memory Allocation 
          * Navigation (G. Cosmo working on a fix - ATLAS, CMS testing) 
          * Bertini (Mike Kelsey working on mem/speed improvements) 
   2. EM Physics Package 
          * Optimization of parameters in applications 
          * Revisit physics algorithms in Geant4 code: optimizations, approximations 
          * Multiple scattering 
          * Code review 
   3. Navigation speed and memory use in Voxel geometries and when handling large 
numbers of materials (brought up by the medical community) 
   4. Ion-ion inelastic models speed and memory use (medical). 
   5. Propagation in Magnetic Fields 
          * Code review (done - no low hanging fruit from the programming side) 
          * Testing/validation/profiling new steppers (ATLAS is testing Nystrom)  
   6. Hadronic cross-sections 
          * Code review  
   7. Precompound/de-excitation 
          * Code optimization. Many log/power functions are called. Many classes.  

Challenge: define, staff, initiate remaining projects  


